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The inprovenents of the photolithograptric and etching techniques are very important to forn

rnore and more devices on a chip and increase the wafer yie1d. The conventional wet-chenical

etching and stripping techniques have been used. to etch silicon, silicon dielectric filns and

also chromium or chronir-rn oxide films ancl to renove photoresist film used as an etching nask.

These techniques, however, require various kinds of chemicals, which nake inevitably the process

and etching conditions cornplex. F\rther, the chemical etching techniques show the inherent

clemerits such as an uldercutting which reduces the yield and reliability of clevices.

Recently, the gas plasma techniques for stripping of the photoresists and etching of sil-icon,

silj-con dielectric filos and also chrosrium or chronium oxide films have been extensively

developed. These new gas plasma tectrniques are found to overcome the demerits inherent to the

conventional chenj-cal techniques. In our factories, the conversion fron the conventional

chemical process to the new process with gas plasna techniques was successfully achieved in

fabrication process of MOSLSI, Bip IC and hard masks.

The gas plasna techniques consist of gas plasma etching of silicon, its compounds, chronium

and chromium oxicle filns and gas plasma stripping of photoresists. Freon gas plasnas generated

by rf discharge at L3.56 NHz are used to etch Si, Poly-Si' Si02 and SirN4 filns. 
.Chloric 

gas

pJ-asmas are available to etch Cr and, Cr203 fi-lms. Oxygen gas plasnas are also available to

retnove the photoresists which does not contain the inorganic inpuriti.es. The etching and

stripping mechanism is considered to be a surface cheroical reaction between the above nentioneil

fil-ms and the raili-cals contained in gas plasmas.

In Fig. 1, the etching characteri-stics of single Si, poly-Si, therually groi,rn and CVD Si02r

and SirN4 by freon gas plasna are shown. Fron a point of view of production techniques, it 1s

very important that freon gas plasrna can etch Si3N4,.Po1y-Si about ten times as fast as it etches

SiO2 and thelr etch rates are in order of Pol-y-Sir Si5N4 and Si02, because in the usual MOS LSI

or Bip IC, SifN4 and Poly-Si fiLns overlay Si02 layer and then gas plasna etchj-ng of S13NO and

pol-y-Sl filns can be controlled cl-oseIy enough to prevent it fron etching the silicon substrate.

For example, when SilN4 fiLn of z-nOO i, which is usually used as a selective oxidatlon mask in

SOP process is etched by gas plasna, an underlying silicon oxicle layer of several- hwtd.red

angstron can prevent gas plasma fron etching silicon substrate due to non-uniforn etch rate

within the surface of 2 inch or J inch wafer. tr\rrther, as is easlly founC from Fig. 1, dry

etching technique with freon gas plasma which is non-specific etchants for sj-licon and its

conpounds can give one solution to a problen of how to forn a sloped nulti-dielectric f11m layer

such as Si3N4-Sj-02, Poly-Si-Si02, and Poly-Si-Si3itl4-Si02 structure. Our experinents show that
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a sloped nulti-dielectrj-c filn layer with an average angle of 5O-?Oo can be easily obtained by

etch-ing these multi-dielectric fj-1m layers using a continuous gas plasna etching method, ancl

there is no disconnection of A4-metallzation.at the edge of the sloped layers. Thj-s causes the

increase of the wafer yield and the reliability of the integrated. circuits.

One of the advantages of gas plasma etching techniques is the fact that a conventional

photoresist film can be used as an etching mask to etch SJ-5N4 and poly-Si films as well as Si02,

Cr and Cr203 filns. This fact results in the simplification of the fabrication process of the

integrated circuits due to the omission of the deposition step of nask CVD sio2 filn over poly-

Si or SirN4 film, and the other associated step and causes the reducti-on of the pattern d-efects

and the increase of the wafer yi-eld. tr\rther, the photoresist f11m are not post-baked

necessarily, because the reactants such as fluorine or chlorine radicals in gas plasmas can not

penetrate the interface between the photoresist film and the r.rnderlying fi1m. The photoresi_st

fi-Im used as etching mask can be easily removed using oxygen gas plasma whlch reacts with only

the organic components in the photresist. This process must be perforrned with another plasma

machlne or an exclusive chamber for the renoval i-n order to avoicl the contani-nation except for

the hard nask making process.

One of the inportant advantages of the dry process with gas plasma is the

Bip IC chips and Cr-nask with high line accuracies can be easily manufactured,

fact that MOS LsI,

because there ■s

Fi3・ 1
little undercutting i-n gas plasma etching. rn Fig.2, t]ne relation

between the pattern sizes }f2 after etching of si-7No fi-1n of about

2500 i and those 1lI1 after developnent of photoresist is shol,m for

wet-chenical and plasna etching process. Thus, the J-mage patterns

with accuracies within !. O.5t can be easily obtained using gas

plasna etching method. tr\rrther, cr-patterns with no undercutting

can be obtained. by gas plasma etching method. The quantities of

pettern-shift with this cr-nask are less than Lo.3t for negative

and positive images, although those with cr-mask produced by wet-

chenical etching nethod are about f 1.0 I fox both inages.

These means that plasna etching is an ideal- etching technique for

the f'abri.cation of LSr and cr-masks which need fine patterns wi.ih

hj-gh accuracies.

These gas plasma technlques do not cause any degradation of

the electrical characteri-stics and rel-iabilities of M0s Lsr, and

Bip rc's, because the initial danages due to t,he bombarilment of

chargecl particles in plasnas can be easily annealed. out by the

temperature treatment after gas plasrna treatnent.

The sinplification of the fabrication process and the increase of

wafer yield can be achieved using dry process with gas plasmas.
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